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Abstract. A novel scheme for fully scalable White Monte Carlo
�WMC� has been developed and is used as a forward solver in the
evaluation of experimental time-resolved spectroscopy. Previously re-
ported scaling problems are avoided by storing detection events indi-
vidually, turning spatial and temporal binning into post-simulation ac-
tivities. The approach is suitable for modeling of both interstitial and
noninvasive settings �i.e., infinite and semi-infinite geometries�. Moti-
vated by an interest in in vivo optical properties of human prostate
tissue, we utilize WMC to explore the low albedo regime of time-
domain photon migration—a regime where the diffusion approxima-
tion of radiative transport theory breaks down, leading to the risk of
overestimating both reduced scattering ��s�� and absorption ��a�. Ex-
perimental work supports our findings and establishes the advantages
of Monte Carlo–based evaluation. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta-
tion Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2950319�

Keywords: Monte Carlo; photon migration; time-resolved spectroscopy �TRS�; opti-
cal properties; human prostate.
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Introduction

any applications within the field of biomedical optics rely
ither on the capability of performing, or the availability of,
ccurate measurements of optical properties of highly scatter-
ng materials. This is reflected by the massive development of
heory related to light propagation in turbid media �photon

igration�, and the numerous techniques available for charac-
erisation of such materials.

Time-resolved spectroscopy �TRS� is one of several tech-
iques available for assessing optical properties of turbid me-
ia. By studying the broadening of short �picosecond� light
ulses, it allows determination of both the absorption coeffi-
ient ��a� and the reduced scattering coefficient ��s�� without
he need of absolute measurements of light intensities. At first,
ime-resolved photon migration was investigated and evalu-
ted using the diffusion approximation of radiative transport
heory.1 Although proven useful in numerous cases, the diffu-
ion modeling was found erroneous at low albedos or close to
adiation sources.2,3 Unfortunately, several tissue types exhibit
ptical properties in the range where the use of the diffusion
pproximation may be questioned. The human prostate is one
xample,4,5 exhibiting reduced scattering below 10 cm−1 and
bsorption above 0.3 cm−1.

In order to extend the range of optical properties and
ource-detector separations over which TRS can provide ac-
urate data, methods for Monte Carlo-based modeling were
eveloped. Introduced to the field of biomedical optics and
hoton migration by Wilson and Adam,6 Monte Carlo �MC�
imulation has become the gold standard for modeling of light
ropagation in tissue optics.7 Besides modeling spatially and
emporally resolved light distribution, MC has proven useful

ddress all correspondence to: Tomas Svensson, Lund University, Department
f Physics, Lund, Sweden.
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in, for example, fluorescence modeling8 and Raman
spectroscopy.9

Traditionally, MC was performed for a particular set of
optical properties at a time. Since the simulation is time-
consuming, it is thus not useful as a forward solver in reverese
problems, for instance, during evaluation of experimental data
�iterative curve-fitting�. This obstacle lead to the development
of White Monte Carlo �WMC�,10–12 in which a single simula-
tion in combination with proper rescaling ensures coverage of
a wide range of optical properties. The main feature in WMC,
making it feasible for use as a forward model in an iterative
solver, is illustrated in Fig. 1.

During MC simulations of light propagation in homoge-
neously scattering and nonabsorbing media, photon paths are
determined only by the scattering phase-function, the scatter-
ing coefficient, and the sequence of random numbers gener-
ated by the simulation program. For a given phase function,
and considering a particular sequence of random numbers, the
photon path will scale linearly with the scattering coefficient,
�s. The recording of photon paths and corresponding time-of-
flights thus allows post-simulation transformation, from the
scattering coefficient used during simulation, to an arbitrary.
Furthermore, the impact of nonzero absorption can be im-
posed post-simulation simply by giving photons different
weights wa according to the Beer-Lambert law of attenuation.
This weight is stated in Eq. �1�, where c� is the speed of light
within the media:

wa = exp�− �ac�t� . �1�

This means that a single Monte Carlo simulation can be used
to extract photon time-of-flight distribution not only for dif-

1083-3668/2008/13�4�/041304/10/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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erent source-detector separations, but also for different opti-
al properties �s� and �a.

The preceding theory has been discussed in several
apers.8,10–15 Graaff et al. suggested a limited scalable Monte
arlo technique where the optical properties of simulations in

lab geometries could be scaled as long as the total attenua-
ion coefficient was held constant.13 Two groups simulta-
eously and independently extended the theory of Graaff et al.
ienle and Patterson suggested a scalable Monte Carlo tech-
ique for infinite and semi-infinite homogeneously scattering
edia and used independent �reference� MC simulations for

erification of its performance in the semi-infinite case.10

ifferi et al. suggested a similar approach,11,12 proposing scal-
bility in both �a and �s�. In practice, however, they based
heir evaluation on interpolation between MC simulations car-
ied out at different �s, thus utilizing scalability in �a only.
n the other hand, their work included evaluation of experi-
ental time-resolved transmittance in the slab geometry �a

eometry not allowing �s rescaling�. Swartling et al. showed
he usefulness of the WMC approach in fluorescence emission
pectra modeling.8 Swartling also raised the important ques-
ion regarding the equivalency of WMC and traditional MC.14

u et al. demonstrated the superior performance of WMC
ver different light propagation models as a forward model
or evaluation of frequency domain data �generated by a tra-
itional Monte Carlo program15�. In the same paper, Xu et al.
emonstrated scaling of data from an absorbing media using
he weighting relationships from traditional Monte Carlo. Xu
t al. also reported the so-called scaling effect as being the
ajor inconvenience in WMC-based data evaluation. This in-

onvenience originates from the fact that scaling in �s is ac-
ompanied by a scaling of temporal and spatial bin size, re-
ulting in a need for data resampling and a limited range in
calability.

Motivated by an interest in in vivo optical characterization
f human prostate tissue, this work is aimed at providing a
cheme for fully scalable WMC for time-domain photon mi-
ration and demonstrating its value in evaluation of experi-
ental data in the low albedo regime of photon migration.
he approach is useful in both infinite and semi-infinite ge-
metries, featuring individual storage of the spatial location
nd the time-of-flight for all potential detection events. Since
his allows post-scaling binning �temporal, as well as spatial�,

µs/α

αtt

αrr

µs

ig. 1 In WMC, the shapes of the photon paths are determined only
y the phase scattering function and the sequence of random num-
ers. Paths generated by simulations in nonabsorbing media can
ence be linearly scaled to apply for different values of �s. The illus-

ration is adapted from Ref. 12.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041304-
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it eliminates the need for the data resampling otherwise ac-
companying �s scaling. It also allows an accurate account for
finite extension of source and detector areas �e.g., optical fiber
diameters�.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 White Monte Carlo
A WMC model was developed to serve as the forward model
for evaluation of fiber-based time-resolved spectroscopy un-
der interstitial as well as under noninvasive conditions �i.e.,
infinite and semi-infinite geometry�. The model consists of a
simulation program written in C and a set of MATLAB scripts
performing post-simulation processing. The main objectives
were to retain full scalability in both �s� and �a, while avoid-
ing scaling inconveniences by moving spatial and temporal
binning to post-simulation. This eliminates the need for any
temporal resampling and allows accurate convolutions to
properly account for the finite size �radius Rf� and light dis-
tribution of optical fibers. A schematic illustration of the
WMC model is given in Fig. 2. Apart from selecting simula-
tion geometry, the user has to provide the WMC simulation
program with a few input parameters. The refractive index n,
the anisotropy factor g, and the numerical aperture NA of the
involved optical fibers are material parameters specific to a

WMC Simulation

Sorting

Database range:

Fibre properties:

POST SIMULATION

FORWARD MODELUSER-SUPPLIED DATA

WMC INPUT DATA

SIMULATION

Scale & select

Calculate
geometric weights

Calculate
absorption weights

Temporal binning

Time-of-flight
histogram

∆t

Rf

Rf ρ

µa

µ′
s

ρ

g and n

N A

Material constants:

µmax
s tmaxand

Fig. 2 A flowchart of the WMC scheme used. The WMC simulation
program performs the simulation in either infinite or semi-infinite ho-
mogenously scattering media, using user-supplied WMC input data.
The resulting database is sorted and stored to be used later by the
forward model. The forward model rescales the database data and
generates time-of-flight histograms corresponding to parameters sup-
plied by the user. These parameters include the radius Rf of the in-
volved optical fibers, the source-detector separation �, the optical
properties �s� and �a, and the desired temporal channel width �t. As
this fast forward model is incorporated in the forward solver, the
method can be used to evaluate experimental time-domain data.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�2
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articular simulation. The simulation is run at the specified
cattering level �s

max but is always terminated when time
eaches tmax. This notation is used because �s

max defines the
aximum scattering coefficient for which the resulting data-

ase can provide valid data throughout the time interval
0 , tmax�. Generally, scaling to a certain scattering �s

�s
max /� results in data valid in the time interval �0,�tmax�.

.1.1 Simulation program
he WMC simulation program was written in ANSI C, adapt-

ng some parts from the de facto standard MC simulation
rogram multi-layer Monte Carlo �MCML7�. As the photon
ropagation is similar to traditional MC, we refer to the work
f Wang et al.7 and Prahl et al.16 for basic Monte Carlo theory.
ere, we present features differing from their work.

An important change is the adaptation of a state-of-the-art
seudo-random number generator, the Mersenne twister by
aito and Matsumoto.17 The implementation used was the
ouble-precision SIMD-oriented fast Mersenne twister
dSIMD� version 1.2.1, featuring a 2132049−1 period, docu-
ented excellent equidistribution properties, and fast random

umber generation. The entire 32-bit output of the time ()
unction in C was used to seed the generator.

Photons are launched from the origin of a Cartesian coor-
inate system �as in MCML�. The launch direction is in the
ositive z direction �downward� with the addition of a deflec-
ion angle, �, representing the emission cone of the source
ber, defined by the NA of the fiber, �max=arcsin�NA /n�. The
ngular distribution is assumed flat, i.e., cos �=1−��1
cos �max�, where � is a random number, ���0,1�. Although
nnecessary in a cylindrically symmetric problem, the azi-
uthal angle � is also randomized, �=2	�, where ���0,1�.
ote that taking the angular distribution of the source fiber

nto account prevents post-simulation scaling of the refractive
ndex. Thus, different WMC simulations are required in order
o handle different fiber NA, as well as different refractive
ndices.

The step size, �s, is calculated using the scattering coeffi-
ient instead of the total attenuation coefficient. It is defined
n Eq. �2�:

�s =
− ln���
�s

max , �2�

here � is a random variable, ���0,1�, implying �s��0,
�.
s in MCML, the actual photon scattering is simulated using

he Henyey-Greenstein phase function.
The photon detection scheme assumes that the source and

etector optical fibers are parallel, having their tips in the
ame plane �a plane to which the fibers are also assumed to be
rthogonal�. This corresponds to the settings followed in the
nterstitial clinical measurements on human prostate tissue
resented in Ref. 5, where optical fibers are inserted to the
ame depth. Regardless of whether simulations are performed
n the infinite or semi-infinite geometry, a potential photon
etection event requires that a photon path crosses the source-
etector plane.

In the case of an infinite medium, photons passing upward
hrough the source-detector plane, being within the accep-
ance cone of the detector fiber, may be detected. Such a
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041304-
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crossing is referred to as a detection event and is always reg-
istered by storing its radial distance from the source r, as well
as its total time-of-flight t. For memory conservation, storing
is done using 32-bit floating point variables. Since the photon
is propagating in an infinite medium, and since the position of
the detector fiber is undefined, the photon is, however, not
terminated at this point. Instead, photon termination occurs
only when the time reaches tmax. Note that this implies that a
single photon may generate multiple detection events. These
events are considered independent by the proposed WMC
scheme, inducing a small error in generated time-of-flight his-
tograms. This issue is further discussed in Sec. 2.1.3.

For the case of a semi-infinite geometry, the source-
detector plane equals the medium boundary. Photons escaping
the medium at an angle within the acceptance cone of the
detector fiber generate detection events, i.e., r and t are re-
corded. Here, a notable difference from traditional Monte
Carlo in semi-infinite geometries is that partial reflections are
not allowed by WMC �the weight of the photons are not
monitored�. Instead, the reflection coefficient is compared to a
random number, and the photons are either reflected or trans-
mitted and terminated. Note that this also means that the
semi-infinite detection geometry does not suffer from the risk
of double-detecting photons. Note also that photons are termi-
nated not only upon boundary crossing, but also when the
time exceeds the predefined maximum time-of-flight tmax.

2.1.2 Post-simulation processing
The database of detection events �r, t pairs� from the simula-
tion are sorted with respect to r. This is done using the fast
�O�n log�n�� worst-case time complexity� in-place sorting al-
gorithm Combsort11.18 The O�1� memory usage of the
Combsort11 algorithm enables sorting and usage of databases
of sizes close to the physical memory of the computer used.

The sorted database is used by a MATLAB function gener-
ating photon time-of-flight distributions. This function is em-
ployed as the forward model in an iterative solver and is
called with the following input parameters: �a and �s� being
the optical properties corresponding to the resulting time-of-
flight distribution, the temporal channel width �t, source-
detector separation �, and the fiber radius Rf �experiments
typically involve two identical fibers�. The first task is to cal-
culate the scaling coefficient �=�s

max /�s���1�. The r, t
pairs within the spatial interval �−2Rf ��r��+2Rf are ex-
tracted and scaled �r�=�r, t�=�t�. As the r, t pairs are sorted
with respect to r, the selecting process turns into a simple task
of finding the borders of the spatial interval, which is done
quickly using a standard binary search algorithm. The interval
itself is motivated by the convolution of each detection event
with the size of the source fiber combined with the size of the
detector fiber. A photon will hence contribute to the time dis-
persion histogram as soon as its distance to the center of the
detector fiber is less than 2Rf. Each photon detection event is
assigned a weight, wf�r��, according to its spatial position.
This weight is based on the overlap between two circles of
radius Rf, one centered at the detection event and one cen-
tered at the detector location. More precisely, the weight is
reached after integration over all origin-to-detector angles �ro-
tating the detector circle around the z axis�. This is similar to
work by Wang et al.19 and Prahl.20 As the fiber radius and the
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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ource-detector separation is known when evaluating data, the
eight wf�r�� can be precalculated, and the computationally

ostly integrals do not have to be evaluated for each photon. A
niform near-field irradiance distribution of the fibers was as-
umed in this work, although any distribution could be uti-
ized with minimal modifications.

The photon detection events are also assigned a weight due
o absorption, wa�t��=exp�−�ac�t��, where c� is the local
peed of light. The total weight for each detection event is
hus wtot=wf ·wa.

The final step is a simple matter of creating a weighted
istogram of the �t�, wtot� data, where the temporal channel
idth, �t, can be specified by the user.

.1.3 Entangled detection events
s mentioned earlier, a single photon may generate multiple
etection events �a primary event, a secondary event, and so
n�. All such events should contribute to the final time-of-
ight histogram �given that they are located within the detec-

ion range �−2Rf �r���+2Rf�. However, if the spatial dis-
ance between two such events is less than 2Rf, their weights
annot be considered independent, and there is a risk for er-
oneous additions of weight to the final histogram. The worst
ase is if the two events coincide spatially �zero event dis-
ance�, a case in which the entire weight contributed by the
econdary event is erroneous. In contrast, when the spatial
vent separation is 2Rf or greater, none of its contribution is
rroneous. For event separations between zero and 2Rf, the
atter is nontrivial. In general, the erroneously added weight

ecreases with event separation. An estimate of the total
mount of erroneous weight is reached by studying the mul-
iple detection events occurring during the WMC simulations.
or the case of �s�=10 cm−1, g=0.7, NA=0.29, and Rf
0.3 mm, we found that 0.5% of the primary events are ac-

ompanied by a secondary event less than 2Rf away �and only
.1% within Rf�. Assuming that all corresponding weight is
rroneous �clearly an exaggeration of the problem�, we can
ote that the final photon time-of-flight histogram contains
ess than 0.5% erroneous weight. Although this suggests that
he problem of entangled detection events is insignificant, it

ay deserve further attention.

.1.4 Verification
n an effort to validate the WMC simulation program code
nd the implementation of the scaling relationships, the open
ource program MCML was carefully modified to monitor the
ime-of-flight histograms of photons leaving a homogenously
cattering, semi-infinite medium. The photon weights leaving
he medium within the 1-mm-wide spatial bins, centered
round 10, 15, and 20 mm, were recorded with 10-ps tempo-
al resolution. 108 photons were simulated at g=0.7 and n
1.33 for all combinations of �s�=5, 10 cm−1 and �a=0.1,
.5 cm−1.

.2 Time-Resolved Instrumentation
ime-resolved photon migration experiments were conducted
sing a compact �505030 cm3� and portable time-
omain photon migration instrument primarily intended for
pectroscopy of biological tissues in clinical environments.
etailed information on the instrumentation can be found in
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041304-
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previous publications.5,21,22 Briefly, the system is based on
pulsed diode laser technology and time correlated single pho-
ton counting �TCSPC�. Four pulsed diode lasers �at 660, 786,
830, and 916 nm, respectively� generate pulses having a
FWHM of about 70 ps, the average power being 1 to 2 mW.
Light is injected into the sample and collected using 600-�m
GRIN optical fibers �NA=0.29�. A fast MCP-PMT together
with a TCSPC computer card is used to obtain photon time-
of-flight histograms. Broadening in fibers and detector yields
an instrument response function �IRF� of about 100-ps
FWHM. The IRF is measured by putting the fiber ends face to
face with a thin paper coated on both sides with black toner,
similar to the IRF measurements proposed by Schmidt et al.23

A schematic illustration of the setup is given in Fig. 3.

2.3 Experiment
In order to compare diffusion-based and WMC-based evalua-
tion of experimental data, measurements were performed on
tissue phantoms based on Intralipid �Fresenius Kabi
200 mg /ml� and ink �1:100 stock solution of Pelikan Fount
India ink�.24

Two measurement series were performed: one added ab-
sorber series using ink,25 and one added scatterer series using
Intralipid.26,27 Neglecting the minor volume change occurring
during these measurement series, we can qualitatively expect
a constant scattering and linearly increasing absorption in the
added absorber series. In addition, when extrapolating of de-
rived �a toward the zero ink level, the absorption should be
close to the absorption exhibited by pure water.

Similarly, the added scatterer series should yield a constant
absorption, linearly increasing scattering. Extrapolation of the
derived scattering coefficient toward the zero Intralipid level
should yield a zero scattering �at least if ink scattering is
negligible�.

The added absorber series was performed on a phantom
based on 577 ml water and 22 ml Intralipid. Measurements
were performed at 2 to 8 ml total volume of added ink solu-
tion �1-ml increments�. The added scatterer series was per-
formed on a phantom based on 577 ml water and 4 ml ink
solution. Measurements were performed at 10 to 24 ml added
volume of Intralipid �in 2-ml increments�. A cylindrical plas-
tic container, Ø=110-mm and height=70 mm, was used to
hold the phantoms during mixing and measurements. The
container was placed on a magnetic stirrer, utilized for mixing
of the phantoms after each addition of ink or Intralipid. Fibers
were placed in parallel at 30-mm depth in the center of the
phantom, separated 14.7 mm, center to center. Data acquisi-
tion was performed for 30 s for each measurement, and the
IRF was measured before, after, and occasionally between the
measurements �monitoring potential temporal drifts in the
system�.

Laser Driver

660 nm

786 nm

830 nm

916 nm Sample

TCSPCMCP-PMT

SYNC

Cooling

Fig. 3 A schematic of the instrumentation in interstitial mode.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�4
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.4 Modeling
he agreement between the diffusion approximation and MC

s investigated by fitting analytical solutions of the diffusion
quation to the impulse responses as delivered by WMC
along the lines of, e.g., Refs. 3 and 12�. Such diffusion mod-
ling is based on iterative nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt
urve fitting, in which �a, �s�, and an amplitude factor, k, are
aried in order to minimise a �2 merit function.3,28 For the
nterstitial case �infinite geometry, see, e.g., Ref. 1�, the form
f the diffusion-based impulse response is stated in Eq. �3�:

y��a,�s�,k,t� = kt−3/2 exp�−
3�s��

2

4c�t
− �ac�t� , �3�

here � is the source-detector separation, and c� is the speed
f light in the sample. To reach this expression, we use the
bsorption-independent definition of the diffusion coefficient,
= �3�s��−1. During evaluation of experimental data, the pro-

edure described earlier involves a convolution with the sys-
em IRF.

When WMC is used for modeling, the fitting procedure is
ased on an exhaustive search over �s�. That is, for each value
n a set of trial values of �s�, the optimal choice of �a and k is
etermined in a suboptimization procedure. The suboptimized
rror norm, �̃2��s��, is given in Eq. �4�:

�̃2��s�� = min
k,�a

��2�k,�a,�s��� , �4�

nd is thus to be exhaustively searched on some appropriate

s� grid. In this work, �̃2��s�� is evaluated in steps of
.05 cm−1. An example of this procedure is given in Fig. 4.

This article uses an MC database for infinite geometries
interstitial measurements� consisting of about 8107 detec-
ion events, originating from a simulation of 2108 photons.
he database for semi-infinite evaluations is of a similar size,

esulting from a simulation of 109 photons. Both these data-
ases are based on simulations where g=0.7, n=1.33, NA
0.29, �max=90 cm−1, and t =2 ns. A single forward mod-
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eling �that is, a generation of a time-of-flight histogram from
the previously stored database� can be performed in less than
one second. Using the exhaustive search described earlier, the
best fit is found in approximately 15 s.

It should also be noted that, unless otherwise stated, all
evaluations are based on fittings in the temporal range defined
by the 50% level �of peak maximum� on the rising flank and
the 20% level on the tail.

3 Results
3.1 White Monte Carlo Performance
The performance of our WMC approach was investigated and
verified for the case of diffuse reflectance by comparing its
output with that of MCML. The optical properties examined
were combinations of �s�=5, 10 cm−1 and �a=0.1, 0.5 cm−1,
as described in Sec. 2.1.4. Evaluating the time-resolved
MCML data with WMC shows only minor differences, de-
spite major differences in for example spatial binning. The
relative difference between derived optical properties and
MCML input parameters was only 1�4% in absorption, and
0�2% for reduced scattering �mean�st.dev.�. An illustra-
tion of this agreement is shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 WMC Versus Diffusion Modeling
That the use of diffusion modeling is questionable in the low
albedo regime is easily shown by simple visual comparison of
the impulse responses as delivered by the diffusion approxi-
mation and WMC, respectively. An example of this is given in
Fig. 6, using optical properties encountered in the human
prostate �at wavelengths in the range 650 to 900 nm�.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the agreement between MCML and the proposed
WMC. In this particular case, the source-detector separation is
15 mm, �s�=5 cm−1, and �a=0.1 cm−1.
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Fig. 6 Illustration of the breakdown of the diffusion approximation in
the low albedo regime of photon migration. In this particular case, the
data correspond to an infinite �interstitial� geometry using a 15-mm
source-detector separation, with ��=7.5 cm−1, and � =0.5 cm−1.
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In order to quantitatively investigate the performance of
iffusion modeling for the range of optical properties ex-
lored in this work, the analytical expression for the
iffusion-based impulse response was fitted to data delivered
y WMC �at 10-ps time resolution�. In order to mimic the
xperimental conditions, where the system IRF must be ac-
ounted for, data was convoluted with a synthetic, 70-ps
WHM Gaussian prior to curve fitting. The parameter space
overed in this investigation was:

0.01 � �a � 1,

5 � �s� � 15 �cm−1� .

In order to allow direct comparison with the diffusion
odeling used in our previous work on in vivo characteriza-

ion of human prostate tissue,5 fitting was performed in the
ange defined by the 50% level �of peak maximum� on the
ising flank, down to 20% on the tail. The WMC parameters,

WMC are considered as true optical properties, and relative
rrors in derived optical properties due to diffusion modeling
re calculated as given in:

�� =
�D − �WMC

�WMC
, �5�

here �D denotes the optical properties as derived by diffu-
ion modeling. The result is shown in Fig. 7 and suggests that
iffusion modeling will result in fairly large overestimations
f both � and ��.
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The influence of the selection of fit range has been dis-
cussed in several articles.3,12,29 To address this issue, we
present the performance of time-domain diffusion modeling
also for the case of fitting in the range defined by the 80%
level �of peak maximum� on the rising flank, down to the 1%
level on the tail. The results are shown in Fig. 8. Although the
use of a reduced fit range slightly improves the performance
of diffusion modeling, it is clear that significant overestima-
tion remains.

In order to predict the outcome of the experimental proce-
dures described in Sec. 2.3, we employ diffusion modeling to
interpret sets of WMC data where �1� �s� is kept constant,
while �a gradually increases �added absorber series�, and �2�
�a is kept constant, while �s� gradually increases �added scat-
terer series�. These two simulation series correspond to two-
dimensional �2-D� sections in the three-dimensional �3-D�
maps shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The outcome is shown in Figs.
9 and 10, clearly revealing the increasing model errors as we
move further and further into the low albedo regime. For the
added absorber series, note especially that the slope encoun-
tered in derived �a is steeper than the true increase, and that
the constancy of �s� is replaced by a fairly linear increase. For
the added scatterer series at �a=0.5 cm−1, note the offset-like
pattern for �s�, as well as the remarkably poor agreement be-
tween true and derived �a at low values of �s�.

3.3 Experimental Results
The experimental results from the added absorber series,
evaluated using both diffusion theory and WMC, are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. Here, derived �a appears to increase lin-
early when employing WMC evaluation, while diffusion
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Fig. 8 Relative errors due to diffusion modeling when fitting is per-
formed between the 80% level �of peak maximum� on the rising flank
and the 1% level on the tail. As in Fig. 7, diffusion modeling results in
overestimation of both scattering and absorption. The gray scale ap-
plies to both graphs.
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odeling appears to introduce a slight nonlinear increase. In
ddition, and in good agreement with the predictions pre-
ented in Sec. 3.2, diffusion evaluation gives rise to a steeper
lope. Linear extrapolation of the WMC-derived absorption
oefficient to the zero ink level produces estimations of back-
round absorption as stated in Table 1. Turning to derived
cattering, WMC produces almost constant estimations of �s�,
hereas diffusion theory undergoes a significant increase as
ore ink is added. Also this phenomenon agrees with our

redictions.
The results from the added scatterer series are shown in

ig. 12. As predicted by our simulations, absorption coeffi-
ients derived with diffusion theory decrease heavily with the
olume of added Intralipid. In contrast, �a remains constant
hen derived using WMC evaluation. Also, when turning the

ttention to scattering, the predictions from Sec. 3.2 hold. Al-
hough the response is linear, diffusion modeling produces
ignificantly larger values of �s�, in an offset-like manner
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�clearly not approaching zero scattering when extrapolating
the Intralipid content to the zero level�. A small offset is
present also for WMC evaluation and may be related to ink
scattering or temporal drifts.

When using the �s� slope �as provided by linear regression�
to estimate the scattering of Intralipid, WMC evaluation
yields values in good agreement with the levels reported by
van Staveren et al.,26 as shown in Table 2.

4 Discussion
This work establishes White Monte Carlo as a tool for evalu-
ation of experimental time-resolved photon migration. At the
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Fig. 11 The results from the added absorber series �adding ink to a
liquid Intralipid phantom�. Derived optical properties are given both
for diffusion-based evaluation �crosses� and WMC-based evaluation
�circles�. The results are to be compared with the simulation results
presented in Fig. 9.

Table 1 Background absorption extrapolated from added absorber
measurements �evaluated using WMC�. As water is the principal ab-
sorber in the ink-free phantom, water absorption coefficients are
stated for reference.

��nm�

�a�cm−1�

�a�0� Water

660 0.002 0.004

786 0.016 0.022

830 0.024 0.029

916 0.077 0.091
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ame time, we clearly show that the diffusion approximation
f light propagation should be used with great care when
valuating time-resolved spectroscopy in highly absorbing
urbid media. For example, regardless of the fitting range
sed, the errors in derived optical properties due to diffusion
odeling are about 10% or more in the regime of interest
hen modeling light propagation in the human prostate. Our
ope is that this development will promote accurate assess-
ent of, for example, the in vivo optical properties of human

rostate tissue.
The minor differences observed when comparing MCML

nd WMC indicate that our approach, including both simula-
ion and scaling procedures, is valid. The small discrepancies
an be explained either by differences in spatial sampling or
y limited photon statistics �signal to noise�. It should be
oted that the generated MCML data sets correspond to an
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ig. 12 The results from the added scatterer series �adding further
ntralipid to a liquid phantom based on ink and Intralipid�. Derived
ptical properties are given both for diffusion-based evaluation
crosses� and WMC-based evaluation �circles�. The results are to be
ompared with the simulation results presented in Fig. 10.

able 2 Scattering of 200 mg/ l Intralipid.

�nm�

�s��cm−1/ �ml/l��

This Work Van Staveren et al.26

60 0.227 0.25

86 0.171 0.20

30 0.166 0.19

16 0.138 0.17
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infinitely small source and equal weighting of all photons ap-
pearing at a radial distance within 0.5 mm from the source-
detector separation �. In contrast, our WMC simulations as-
sumed that the source and detector fibers had a radius of
0.3 mm, performing individual photon weighting based on
the spatial �radial� location of the detection event. Further-
more, the numerical apertures of the involved optical fibers
were also accounted for. In fact, the limited differences sug-
gest that the elaborate procedures used in order to take source
and detector characteristics into account might be unneces-
sary. However, there might exist regimes of optical properties,
or source-detector separations, where this still is a valuable
approach. In this context, it should also be mentioned that the
use of fixed acceptance cones �rather than NA-based� would
allow scalability also with respect to the refractive index.

The inability of scaling Monte Carlo simulations with re-
spect to the anisotropy factor g has been discussed in earlier
work on White Monte Carlo.10,12 The question is how a dis-
crepancy between the actual g and the value used in simula-
tions will influence derived values of �a and �s�. However,
light propagation in the photon migration regime is known to
fall under similarity as long as �s�= �1−g��s is conserved.30

This means that an exact knowledge of g is not crucial and
that a single WMC database may be used to model materials
exhibiting different anisotropies. Pifferi et al.12 argue that
when using diffuse reflectance to solve for �s�, the influence
of the exact value of g is small at least as long as 0.7�g
�0.9. Similar findings are reported by Kienle and
Patterson,10 who concluded similarity in diffuse reflectance
for short fiber separations �2.25 to 4.75 mm� as long as g
�0.8.

The WMC-based data evaluation of the added absorber
and added scatterer series removes the expected, but errone-
ous, patterns in derived optical properties exhibited when bas-
ing modeling on diffusion theory. In the added absorber se-
ries, WMC produces a highly linear increase in derived �a

and a constant level of �s�. Extrapolating measured �a indi-
cates a background absorption close to that of pure water. For
the case of the added scatterer series, WMC evaluation results
in a linearly increasing �s� together with a constant level of
absorption. The small offsets in derived �s� when extrapolat-
ing toward the zero Intralipid level remains unexplained and
may originate from temporal drifts and/or a nonzero scattering
contribution from ink. In total, this forms a strong argument
that the proposed WMC approach provides accurate estima-
tions of optical characteristics. This is further supported by
the fact that generated estimations of Intralipid scattering are
in good agreement with previously published values �as
shown in Table 2�. However, a more detailed and quantitative
discussion on accuracy is aggravated by the uncertainties in
the optical properties of the utilized optical phantoms. The
scattering of Intralipid is somewhat debated and may depend
on batch-to-batch variations.26,27 Moreover, ink is known to
scatter light, making it difficult to accurately assess its
absorption.25

Regarding the fit range, it has been shown that early pho-
tons should be excluded when using diffusion as the forward
model. Cubeddu et al.29 suggest the use of the range between
the 80% level �of peak maximum� on the rising flank down to
the 1% level on the tail �80 /1�. In this work, we mainly use a
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0 /20 range. This is to allow direct comparison with previ-
usly published modeling of in vivo time-resolved spectros-
opy of the human prostate.5 Although such a choice might be
uestioned, the 80 /1 fitting range still suffers from significant
odel errors. This in combination with the availability of
MC evaluation renders further discussions on the optimal

ange for diffusion-based modeling somewhat irrelevant.
Furthermore, we would like to call for some attention re-

arding the step-sizes used in Monte Carlo simulations. Swar-
ling questions whether the White Monte Carlo approach, in-
luding all scalable Monte Carlo approaches based on
imulations in nonabsorbing media, is equivalent to the de
acto standard Monte Carlo approach.14 Conventional Monte
arlo utilizes an average step-size of 1 /�t=1 / ��a+�s�,
hereas a WMC approach uses a 1 /�s average step-size. This
eans that the photon paths generated by the two methods
ill differ if �a is nonzero. Since traditional Monte Carlo for

ight propagation in turbid media assumes that scattering
ominates absorption ��s��a, high albedo�, this has not
een considered as an important source of discrepancy.31 Fur-
hermore, the methods for reduction of photon weights differ.
raditional MC reduces the photon weight by a factor of a at
ach scattering event �a=�s / ��a+�s� being the albedo�,
hile WMC follows the conventional Beer-Lambert law of

bsorption. Swartling argues that the two ways of absorbing
eight are equivalent at the extremes, that is, when a→1 or
→0, but notes that equivalence is not guaranteed in the

ntermediate region where �s	�a. Since WMC does not rely
n the high albedo assumption, this method should be more
eliable in the regime when scattering and absorption coeffi-
ients are of comparable magnitude. �For an example of non-
hite MC without being based on the high albedo assump-

ion, we refer to the work of Farina et al.32�. In most types of
iological tissue, the difference between traditional MC and
MC can, however, be disregarded.
Finally, it should be noted that if the Monte Carlo approach

escribed in this work is considered for use in steady-state
nvestigations, the procedures for photon termination deserve
xtra attention. Terminating photons when the time-of-flight
xceeds tmax may impose errors during steady-state analysis
f generated WMC databases.

Conclusion
e have developed a quick and accurate scheme for Monte
arlo–based evaluation of experimental time-resolved spec-

roscopy of highly scattering materials. We show, for the first
ime, evaluations of experimental interstitial time-domain
hoton migration using fully scalable White Monte Carlo. The
reat value of this approach is demonstrated in a regime
here diffusion-based modeling results in fairly large errors

overestimations of both �s� and �a�. The relevance of this
egime is, for example, motivated by the recent interest in the
ptical properties of human prostate tissue, where �a

0.3 cm−1 and �s��10 cm−1.
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